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Abstract. We present two studies that seek to better understand the
role spatialised (3D) audio can play in supporting eﬀective pedestrian
navigation. 24 participants attempted to navigate and locate physical
landmarks in a local botanical gardens using a gpsTunes [1] based auditory navigation system coupled with a map. Participants were significantly better at locating prominent than non-prominent physical landmarks. However, no significant quantative diﬀerence was found between
the use of a map only and map + audio. Qualitative analysis revealed
significant issues when physical landmarks are used, and common strategies when combining audio and map navigation. We highlight the implications of these in relation to existing work, and provide guidelines for
future designers to employ.
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Introduction

The wide scale deployment of modern smartphones has lead to a renewed interest
in the ways pedestrians navigate their environment. Research has shown such
navigation to be much more diverse than the turn-by-turn navigation employed
when driving [2]. This has lead to new ways to support users navigation of the
environment. Whilst haptic, specifically tactile, feedback has been investigated
(e.g. [3]), a much more established technique is to provide bearing and distance
information to a user via spatialised audio presentation (3D sound). Users hear,
through a set of headphones, a geo-fixed spatialised sound that emanates from
a location in the environment. This auditory cue can then be used as a virtual
landmark to navigate towards. Although over a decade old, with repeated studies
showing it to be eﬀective, there are still many aspects of this technique we do
not understand. In this paper we outline some of these, why they are important
and present two studies that seek to better understand their impact in auditory
navigation.
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Related Work

The use of 3D audio as a means of guiding users in the physical environment
has been considered for around a decade. The AudioGPS system [4] aimed to
provide a MAUI (Minimal Attention User Interface), and remove the necessity
to look at GPS screens whilst navigating. Rather than full 3D audio via a headrelated transfer function (HRTF), stereo panning was used to indicate direction.
A Geiger counter metaphor, with custom designed auditory pulses that repeated
more rapidly as the user approached a virtual landmark, was used to indicate
distance. Holland, Morse and Gedenryd showed, in informal tests, that users
could successfully pilot along a route of these virtual auditory landmarks [4].
Landmarks were presented one at a time. When the user came close enough
(approximately 10m), the landmark was switched oﬀ and the next was presented.
Other work has extended this principle, investigating diﬀerent types of audio and
adding inertial sensors, such as magnetometers (a digital compass), to obtain
more accurate heading data.
Strachan, Eslambolchilar and Murray-Smith’s [1] gpsTunes used panning of
a playing music track, rather than a custom designed auditory cue, to indicate
direction. Music volume was increased as the user approached the target. They
found users were able to successfully pilot along a route of four virtual landmarks
in an open grassy area. They noted that such navigation might be integrated
with a map, and adapted for more exploratory navigation (such as proposed by
Allen [2]). However, they carried out no work to investigate this. More recent
work has shown the basic technique to hold when the environment is “cluttered”
with environmental features users must navigate around [5], rather than being
an open grass area, and that it is useful to indicate general areas, such as in
navigating a zoo [6]. Work has also applied the technique to navigation for blind
and visually impaired pedestrians [7].
However, there are still many gaps in our knowledge. Firstly, the previous
work assumes that users are navigating towards “virtual” landmarks: there is no
physical manifestation of a landmark or waypoint in the environment. Jones et
al. [5] observed that users were often drawn toward physical objects that were
close to virtual landmarks, although the objects only happened to be in the
environment and played no part in their study. McGookin, Brewster and Priego
[8] and Vazquez-Alvarez, Oakley and Brewster [9] did associate sounds with
physical objects, but it was their system, rather than the user, that determined
if the objects had been reached. This is unlike everyday navigation where a user
is trying to uniquely identify a physical landmark [10].
Michon and Denis [11] note the importance of landmarks in both making
decisions when navigating, and confirming that the correct path is being taken.
They note that landmarks that are prominent (stand out from their surroundings) are more useful than those that blend in. However, the goal of users is often
to find these non-prominent landmarks. In ethnographic studies of navigation by
tourists, Brown and Chalmers [10] note that even with a map and guidebook it
is often diﬃcult for tourists to find a landmark if it is not prominent (such as a
small statue), even when close by. They note the example of a group of tourists

Fig. 1. Examples of landmarks used in the studies. Left: a non-prominent named bush
landmark (shown with context). Right: a prominent signpost landmark (shown with
context).

trying to locate a specific building along a street. The group required a prolonged
discussion around a guidebook and map, as well as input from the investigators,
to correctly identify the building. There is no guidance as to the usefulness of
pedestrian audio navigation when the audio is coupled to real, physical landmarks that a user is trying to locate. The user must know that he or she has
reached the physical landmark. Simply being told that this has occurred (e.g. [5,
6, 9]), without the user being able to visually identify the landmark, is unlikely
to be helpful. In addition, as users often employ multiple navigation aids [10],
auditory navigation is unlikely to be used alone. Seager [12] notes that north-up
maps (where the map does not auto rotate) are considerably harder to relate
to the environment, but users often do not rotate them to make this alignment
easier. Egocentric cues, such as the use of spatial audio, may assist this, but it is
unclear how users would divide the task between multiple aids. Is it necessary for
audio to be presented throughout the entire navigation process, or if not, when
should audio be presented? It is unclear how auditory navigation will integrate
with maps and other aids.
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Study Outline

To investigate these issues two within groups studies were carried out. All participants were pre-screened on the perspective taking spatial orientation test
developed by Kozhevnikov and Hegarty [13]. Participants had to complete the
test within a 15 minute period to proceed with the study. Twelve diﬀerent participants took part in each study (Study 1: 7 male, 5 female, mean age 24. Study
2: 6 male, 6 female, mean age 25.5). Participants were recruited via notices
placed around campus. The majority of participants were students studying on
a variety of courses. Each study contained 3 conditions described later. In each
condition participants had to find and photograph 6 diﬀerent landmarks. Three

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the map and visual interface used in the studies (left). Showing
the gps location of the user (blue marker) and the name and location of the landmark
(red marker). In addition to panning the map, the user could use the “Find Me” and
“Find Landmark” buttons to automatically move the map to show either the current
location or landmark. When the user though the landmark had been reached, the user
tapped the “Photograph Point of Interest” button and took a photograph of it (right).

sets of 6 landmarks were selected in the Glasgow Botanic Gardens. Each set
contained three prominent and three non-prominent landmarks. Each set was
counterbalanced between conditions in each study. Based on the work of Caduﬀ
and Timpf [14], prominence was determined by how much the landmarks varied
from their surroundings. Non-prominent landmarks tended to be trees or shrubs
labelled with their species name (allowing them to be uniquely identified), whilst
prominent landmarks tended to be signposts (see Figure 1) or large signs.
Participants used a custom iPhone application (see Fig. 2) showing an OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org) map of the park. The map showed current
user location, and the name and location of the landmark to find. The application
also provided a spatialised auditory environment (using OpenAL) containing a
single broadband auditory source (a bubbling water sound). This was presented
through headphones (Sennheiser HD-25). The sound was geo-located at the position of the physical landmark. We used the same design as gpsTunes [1]: presenting directional audio that increased in volume as the user approached. We used
the bubbling water sound to retain consistency between the conditions, though
as noted by McGookin, Brewster and Priego [8], this sound could be replaced by
any auditory source depending on the scenario of use. We used a high accuracy
(<5m mean horizontal accuracy) external GPS unit (QStarz BT-Q1000XT) to
determine position, and the internal magnetometer of the iPhone to determine
orientation. On each trial participants navigated from a start location to the
landmark (mean length 150-200m) using the map and audio as they felt appro-

priate. They were told to always take the shortest route and to remain on the
park paths at all times. Cutting across the grass was not allowed. As soon as
participants felt they had identified the landmark, irrespective of their distance
from it, they photographed it using the iPhone, ending the trial. The location
and distance from the landmark that the user took the photograph allowed us to
determine at what point the navigation aid became redundant. In other words,
the point at which the user’s confidence that the landmark was the correct one
meant that he or she no longer needed to be guided. Participants were then
walked to the real landmark, which acted as the start location for the next trial.
At the end of the study each participant was interviewed and debriefed on the
experiment, their condition preference and strategies in completing the tasks.
How far the participant was from the physical landmark before the audio
landmark was audible (audio distance) was the main factor and had three levels
in each study. In Study 1 this was either 15m, 30m or 15m + GPS Accuracy1 .
In Study 2 this was either 30m, Always On (audio was played from the start of
the trial) or Never On (no audio was presented, users could only use the map).
These boundaries provided a good range to understand if, and when, audio was
useful. Landmark prominence (2 levels - prominent, non-prominent) was treated
as a second factor.
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Quantative Results

For each trial, distance walked was converted to a proportion of the shortest
possible path distance a participant could have walked between the start of
the trial and landmark location (POD). Distance walked was measured using
a pedometer worn by participants2 . A baseline-measuring phase, with the user
walking a 100m section of path 10 times, was carried out at the start of the
study. This was used to calibrate the pedometer. Time taken was converted
to a proportion of the optimal time (POT) that participant would have taken
to walk the shortest path at his or her normal walking speed. Normal walking
speed was determined in the same baseline-measuring phase as for POD using
the technique of [15]. A summary of all quantative results is shown in Table 1.
Results were analysed for each study using two-way ANOVAs (audio distance
and landmark prominence as levels). No significance was found on any measure
for audio distance; irrespective of whether audio was presented or not. Landmark
prominence showed significance on all measures (see Table 2). Participants were
able to identify and photograph prominent landmarks from further away, and
were able to identify them more accurately. No significant interaction was found
between audio distance and landmark prominence.
1

2

For 15m + GPS Accuracy the audio distance was dynamic, being at least 15m plus
the transient horizontal accuracy measure of the GPS unit. Hence it grew with poor
GPS accuracy and shrank as GPS accuracy improved
We trialed three measures to determine distance: GPS, pedometer and Gait Analysis. Of these, the pedometer was the most consistent across all participants in the
baseline-measuring phase.

Measure

Study 1
15m
15m+GPS
30m
p
np p
np
p
np
3 2.58 3 2.75 2.9 2.8

Study 2
30m
Always On Never On
p
np p
np
p
np
3 2.25 3 2.58 2.92 2.33

Identification
Accuracy (of 3)
Photo Distance 31.76 8.67 31 8.32 33.66 11.27 34.18 7.36 22.7 7.36 19.60 6.63
(meters)
POD (% of opti- 90 118 92 112
92 121 98 140 100 154 117 151
mal distance)
POT (% of opti- 119 168 118 152 115 171 127 231 139 228 140 205
mal time)
Table 1. Overview of quantative performance of prominent (p) and non-prominent
(np) landmarks for both studies. A value < 100% for POT or POD indicates superoptimal performance. Performance would be super-optimal if the participant photographed the landmark from a distance.

Measure

Study 1
Study 2
F(1,11)
p
F(1,11)
p
Identification Accuracy 4.56
0.050 19.96 <0.001
Photo Distance
71.67 <0.001 33.25 <0.001
POD
20.29 < 0.001 39.82 <0.001
POT
30.40 < 0.001 153.24 <0.001
Table 2. Overview of ANOVA results for landmark prominence.
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Qualitative Results

Given the previous work discussed, it is surprising that audio appears to have
had no impact on navigation performance. Performance was similar between
all audio conditions and the visual condition (Never On), both for prominent
and non-prominent landmarks. To understand why this was the case we coded
post-experimental interview data and event logging files using a grounded theory approach [16]. Initial codes were based on how participants had split the
task between the sound and map, and diﬀerences based on the condition and
landmark types.
Overall, participants strongly favoured the 30m condition (9 participants in
Study 1 and 12 in Study 2). This was primarily as it best fitted into a three-stage
strategy all participants employed. They described how the map was initially
useful to determine the route and start to navigate towards the landmark. As
they grew closer, and started to hear the audio, the sound assisted in confirming
the correct direction (playing a similar role to the intermediate visual landmarks
of Michon and Denis [11]): “At the start you have the visual (display) to see
the target, then you have the audio to confirm when you are getting closer, or
confirm you are going in the right direction”. At this point participants primarily
switched to the audio as their main navigation aid, combining this with visual
search of the environment to home onto the landmark: “Most of the time I used

10m

10m

Fig. 3. Illustration of successful (left) and unsuccessful (right) audio use to home onto
a non-prominent landmark.

the visual map, until at a really close distance, and then I used the audio to tell
me left or right and then home in”. Although there were minor variations in the
strategy, the overall approach: map to navigate, audio to home and visual search
to confirm, was common. Participants in Study 2, who completed the visual only
condition, noted that the absence of audio made the task harder: “no audio was
more diﬃcult. For times when I was looking, the audio was definitely helpful”.
In the 15m auditory distance condition participants felt the audio was presented
too late, and in the Always On condition participants tended to “tune out” of
the sound early on. This condition also lost the advantage of the audio indicating
that the user was closing on the landmark: “I liked the first one (30m condition)
because the sound wasn’t on all the time. So you could get close to the place and
then it was good for directions you should go in”.
The full execution of the three stage strategy was largely only seen in the
search for non-prominent landmarks. For prominent landmarks, participant distance from the landmark when it was photographed (indicating the participant
had found it) was around 32m for all conditions in Study 1, as well as the 30m
condition for Study 2. For the visual (no audio) and always on conditions from
Study 2, the photograph was taken approximately 20m from the landmark (these
diﬀerences were not significant p=0.064). In the vast majority of trials participants had already determined the prominent landmark before hearing any audio,
and thus it was mentioned to play little part. However, a small minority of participants mentioned that they had used the commencement of sound in the 30m
condition as a confirmation that the prominent landmark was the correct one:
“I thought the signpost was the right one. I was about to take the photograph
earlier, but I wasn’t sure as I missed the previous one. I was getting closer and
closer until I heard the audio. Then I was sure”.
Given that participants were both positive towards audio, and clearly incorporated it into their strategies, its lack of impact supporting location of nonprominent landmarks is surprising. From our analysis it was the last phase of
this strategy, when using the audio to “home onto” the landmark, that either

worked positively or negatively for participants. Whilst all landmarks were fixed
in the environment, and GPS error aﬀected only the determined location of the
user, the result of any error could significantly alter the geographic relationship
between the user and landmark. Although we used a highly accurate GPS unit,
even a very small error in position (as is the case with any positioning technology) may put the determined user location on the opposite side of the landmark
than the user really is. So instead of hearing the sound as coming from the right,
where the landmark is, the user would hear it coming from the left. The eﬀect
of which is confusion of the user, who is relying on the information provided
being accurate. This situation can still occur with the work on audio navigation
previously described. However, it is the addition of physical landmarks that the
user must determine he or she has found (a much more realistic task), rather
than a user being told he or she has arrived when moving within an arbitrary
radius around a location, that aﬀects performance.
Fig. 3 shows this final stage for two diﬀerent participants, each using the
30m condition from Study 1, attempting to home onto the same non-prominent
landmark: a named bush. Fig. 3 (left) shows the trace for a user who had good
accuracy and simply walked up to the landmark, and realised from the audio that
he had passed it. He then turned and photographed it. Fig. 3 (right) however,
shows the trace of a participant where the GPS determined location had placed
her on the wrong side of the landmark. The participant spent a good deal of
time searching the wrong side of the landmark because of this audio feedback.
Eventually she realised from the map that the landmark must be behind her
and moved her search. Afterwards she noted: “As I approached I waited for the
sound and I tried to follow it. Sometimes it was helpful, but other times it was
really confusing. That is why I made the mistakes. I was looking at the map and
it was showing one way, but the audio was showing another way”. Of all of the
successfully identified non-prominent landmarks, 25% showed evidence of users
searching in the wrong location due to audio feedback. However, we believe
instances of audio mis-direction to be greater than this, as some participants
quickly realised that the audio was indicating the incorrect direction and ignored
it: “Sometimes it was telling you to turn left or right when it was clearly not the
right way. So you would hear it in the left when it looked like it was to the right.
It was more problematic when you got really close”.
Therefore whilst audio could be useful, it could also be misleading. In such
cases re-designing the audio to provide less direction fidelity to the user is likely
to avoid misdirected searches, such as in Fig. 3 (right). Audio should inform
users they are in the correct area, but that no more assistance can be provided.
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Design Implications

From both the quantative and qualitative results, we have contributed to knowledge of auditory navigation in three areas:
Maps and Audio: Users did not rely solely on either map or audio to reach
the landmarks. Rather, they described how the map was used at the start of each

trial, with the audio taking over to help home onto the landmark. When used
with a map, audio navigation is only likely to be employed when in the immediate
vicinity of the target. The always on audio condition, similar to existing work
(e.g. [1]), was found to be unhelpful when a map was also provided.
Prominent Landmarks: Where a landmark is prominent in the environment
audio is unlikely to be useful to home onto it. Users often did not hear any
audio when searching for prominent landmarks. Although audio may be useful
to confirm any doubt the landmark is correct. However, it should be noted
that the aspect by which a user approaches a landmark may also aﬀect its
prominence. A building that is prominent when approached from the front, may
be non-prominent when approached from the rear [14].
Audio Feedback: When correlating a virtual auditory landmark with a real,
physical landmark, especially if that landmark is small, even minor gps error
can have a large impact on performance. In many cases we saw the user search
in the wrong direction (either searching to the left when the landmark was to
the right, or vice-versa) because the audio indicated, due to positioning inaccuracy, that as the correct direction. Previous studies (see Section 2), which have
used virtual landmarks without a physical manifestation, have not shown this
to be an issue. However, where the user is searching for physical landmarks the
audio should degrade gracefully when the determined user location to the landmark approaches that of the GPS error. This will avoid providing misleading
information. How to best design audio to do this remains an open question.

7

Conclusions

Through two studies we have contributed to understanding the advantages and
issues of spatialised audio for pedestrian navigation. We have shown how searching for physical landmarks, rather than only virtual auditory landmarks, aﬀects
performance, and how audio navigation can be integrated with other aids - such
as maps. Whilst, as with prior work, auditory navigation was subjectively useful,
it conferred no significant quantative improvement over a map. Whilst there may
be additional reasons why this is the case, we have identified that presenting only
directional auditory feedback can cause significant issues in performance when
searching for real, physical landmarks. Such issues have not been previously uncovered by the literature, and we hope to motivate future work on spatialised
auditory navigation to allow a full understanding of its use. In turn this will allow
future researchers to provide rich and diverse auditory navigation experiences.
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